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Dear Members,
Welcome to the first edition of the pointer newsletter for the 2015/2016 fishing season.
GFC of SA President
Ralph Czabayski
2015/16

Rolf

Tracey

Since the last edition of the pointer, we have had the annual general meeting and a new
group of committee members have been elected. They are as follows myself Ralph
Czabayski president, Rolf Czabayski secretary, Tracey Tito treasure, Wayne
Greenshields weight recorder, technical adviser Steve Morris and committee members
Ches Detomaso, Renee Martin, Paul Wilton, Jerry Burt and Dale Smith.

Steve

Wayne

Ches

Rene

Paul

Jerry

Dale

We had our presentation dinner at the Palais Hotel this year and we had one of the best turn outs ever with over
70 people attending. The night was a great success with many of our members receiving trophies. The venue
was excellent, the food and service was top notch. Everyone that I spoke to had a great night.
It has been a great start to the season once again we have had quite a few new members join up. A lot of these
members have trailer boats so we look forward to them catching plenty of fish. If you have not heard already
we have had the 100kg plus Southern Bluefin Tuna show up out from Pt MacDonnell, Robe and Cape Jaffa. A
few of our members have gone out and fished for these large Tuna and congratulations to those who have
caught these 100kg plus Tuna. I know myself and the crew on Spartacus were up at Robe fishing for these
Tuna and had some success. It was very exciting to see such large Tuna in our waters and hopefully they turn
up next year.
The next functions coming up in the calendar are our Christmas shows in Adelaide at the Royal Yacht Squadron
and Pt Lincoln. In the next edition we will talk about these events. I hope to see a good attendance.
I would like to wish everyone a merry Christmas and a happy new year. Hopefully over the Christmas break you
get some fishing in and lodge plenty of recordings.
The Club is in good shape financially and has no debts apart from daily bills.
A reminder, if anyone is interested in taking out any advertising in the Newsletter or becoming a Sponsor of the
Club please contact myself on 0419 834 540 or Alex on 8266 7703. In the event you need anything done
around the house or your business, look at supporting our advertisers and sponsors by giving them your
business.
Enjoy this next edition of The Pointer and try to remember to support any aspect of this great Club. Remember, if
you have any pictures or stories you would like to share in our Newsletter please email Rolf Czabayski
(rolf@esc.net.au) or Steve Morris (stevemorris@topshottackle.com) with your input.
Tight lines and Happy Fishing.
Ralph Czabayski
PRESIDENT
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Dear Members,
It is with a great deal of Sadness we as a Club have just lost one of our
Members, Breck Waterman.
Breck was a long time Member of our club, his Father, Keith Waterman was
Breck Waterman with his
also a long time member who served the club well as one of our past Presidents
Marlin
Catch at Lizard Island
and was awarded a Life Membership for his dedication to the
Club. Breck followed in his fathers foot steps with his own dedication and support as a member of the club for
many years.
We would like to pass on to Breck,s Family, the clubs deepest Sympathy and Condolences for their and our loss.
He will be sadly missed by all of us.

By Rolf Czabayski
Eric W. Sennar
Dear Members,
We as a club and I as a long time personal friend have sadly lost one of our long standing active members Eric
Sennar. Eric served a term on the clubs committee in the early days and loved the club, fishing, boating and was
very good company with everyone.
It has been very hard for me personally, having known Eric for
so long as a friend and it was very sad to see him leaving us, All
of our club members and friends would like to pass on their sincere Sympathy and Condolences to his family for their loss.
He will be sorely missed by all of us.

From the Left good friends of Eric Sennar
Sam Roccatti, Rolf Czabayski, & Duncan Mc Hale
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The Club would like all members, new and old to please make sure that
they are aware of the clubs fishing rule changes regarding the heaviest &
most meritorious categories of club trophies & the claiming of points.
To be eligible and in the running for these Categories your fish, shark or eagle ray must
be weighed.
Also be aware that this year all angler divisions except Junior and small fries, intending on
competing for Champion Angler in their respective categories are required to fore fill the
four (4) main criteria of fishing, that has been till now, only required and applied to the
senior men's divisions & categories those criteria are:- record the capture of a G.F.A.A.
listed Shark, Game Fish and Eagle Ray and record the Tagging of a Game Fish.
( Copies of these rules can be acquired of the clubs web site under the menu list or on the printable forms page )

Any GFCSA Club Member with a Trailer Boat wishing to use the excellent and secure Boat Ramp facilities at the RSAYS can do so by obtaining
the necessary passes & permits from the RSAYS reception Office during business hours, for cost of only $321.00 per year. You must present
your current GFCSA membership card to do so, front gate access keys can also be obtained at the same time for $25.00 per year, this along
with your Launch permit will give you and your vehicles full 24/7 access to the boat ramp and faculties within the club grounds.
“Well worth the cost, just for the added security of knowing your gear is safe & cheap when you consider the alternatives and costs of using a
public boat ramps with on security especially if you use your boat on a regular basis.

Important up coming events
Dates & events to take note of :
The York Civil

Fresh Water Challenge
Starts: 0600hrs Friday 8th Jan
Ends: 2400hrs Sun 17th 2016 Jan

Please check Calendar on Page 28 or the web site for more details
On all other upcoming tournaments

The 75 Year History of The Game Fishing Club of S.A. if not contact Club
Secretary Rolf Czabayski on M. 0408 364 488 members will be intituled to
obtain one copy at a cost of $50.00 none members & any additional copies
will be at a cost of $60.00
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Hi Everyone
MYOB system has proven to be a world of its own but I think I
finally have it under control
The club is in a good financial position with a solid bank balance.
We have had a few new members this last quarter please welcome
them all to the club.
New club stock is available with the GFCSA Hoodies and new club shirts.
GFC of SA Treasurer

Tracey Tito
2015/16

There are still a few books about the club and its history available, these are a great
read and a lot of information so if you don’t have one already they would make a
great xmas gift.

The Peter Teakle Port Lincoln Blue Water Classic is the next big event on the calendar , We will be spending
extra funds on the event so if you are planning on fishing it get your entry forms in early so we can get the
budget in order.
We have no outstanding debts except the usual day to day expenses.
Tracey Tito

As you all know each year we the club have to have our club scale certified not just for the club but to maintain
our listing with IGFA as one of their Official weigh stations, you would , I think at some time need to get your
own scales done as well, although it is not mandatory within the club for scoring points but it is if you happen to
catch a potential record of some sort.
Steve Morris our Tournament Director has acquired our club a special rate for not just getting our club scales
done but also you the members, so when the time comes for you to get your scales certified take note!
For you to acquire the club discount offered you must identify your self as a GFCSA member and show your
current membership card as proof that you are indeed financial member to benefit from this service, all the
details of the company are in their advertisement on page 56 of this pointer issue
If you need to know anything further please contact steve on 0407 280 323 I’m sure he will assist you
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Greetings All,
The 2015-16 season is now underway and recordings are slowly trickling in.

Wayne Greenshields

Make sure to check out all recordings listed in the pointer, interestingly these are also
updated online at the clubs website under the Current Fishing/ Results tab at the top
of the home screen.

Club Weight Recorder A once in a lifetime run of XOS sized SBT in the states south east has allowed some
2014/15
lucky members to get amongst them, many unfortunately missed out! But some of the
captures include:

Ralph Czabayski with a pair 110kg and 101.4kg
Tracey Tito with a pair 65kg and 99kg
Bruce Baddeley with a 120.5kg
Steve Lewis with a 121.6kg
Ben Gerrits with a 62.80kg
Susan Czabayski with a 61.30kg
Well done to all, these are some off the biggest recorded SBT we have ever seen!
Shaun Ossitt had a great season on the Yellowtail Kingfish both at Port Augusta. One capture has been
submitted as a pending state record - 17.28kg on 8kg. The line was badly damaged in the fight (so we will
wait with crossed fingers for the outcome). Shaun also found some large Snapper just prior to the ban with
the biggest topping 11.62kg.
Russell and Gabriella fishing on board Majessnic have recorded some nice fish so far with some big Samson
Fish up to 23kg and light line Salmon some topping 6lb. Great to see these types of recordings while we all
await the arrival of the Tuna in the offshore waters of Port Lincoln.
Craig Dade also recorded a with nice Kingfish (16.5kg on 15kg) and Snapper (8.3kg on 4kg) also recorded
great work!
Land Based recordings have come in from myself and Lee Van Soest cleaning a few more carp out the river
system and having a ball on light line doing so.
Good luck and tight lines
Wayne Greenshields
Weight recorder GFCSA

Our Congratulation go to one of our life members Rolf Czabayski
For winning two of the G.F.A.A National perpetual Trophies this year
for our Club.

The John and Anne Brooker Trophy
For the Most Southern Blue Fin Tagged by an Angler in one Season
And the

Neil Patrick Trophy
For the most Game Fish other than Billfish Tagged by an Angler in one
Season
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The G.F.C.S.A. E-MAIL ADDRESS IS : gamefishsa@esc. net. au
Club Web Site:- www.gamefishsa.org.au or www.gamefishsa.com
The GFC of SA Committee is always looking for constructive feedback to ensure that
“The Pointer” news letter is kept at a high standard
and
That our website is developed into a site that all members can be proud of !

Please forward any feedback to
The Club’s President, Ralph Czabayski or Telephoning him on 0419 834 540
E-mail :- stevemorris@topshottackle.com or gamefishsa@ecs.net.au
If your writing : Steve Morris at :- G.F.C. of S.A. PO Box 95 Stepney 5069 .S.A

Highest Point Scoring Boats O/25ft Category 2015-16 Season
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Boat Name
SPARTACUS
MAJESSNIC
RACSO

Total Points
2,873
828
110

No.Species
1
1
1

Highest Point Scoring Senior Angler O/25ft Category 2015-16 Season
Rank

Angler

1
2

Ralph Czabayski
Russel Bianco

3
4
5

Bruce Baddeley
Craig Dade
Ben g\Gerrits

Boat Name

Division

Tag Points

SPARTACUS

Senior

284.58
0
0
0
0

Total Points
1,734.00
455
324

No. Species
1
1
1
1
1

317
261

Highest Point Scoring Lady Angler O/25ft Category 2015-16 Season
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Angler
Susan Czabayski
Gabriella Gabbana

Boat Name
SPARTACUS
MAJESSNIC

Division
Ladies
Ladies

Tag Points
76.67
0

Total Points
485.00
373

No. Species
1

Highest Point Scoring Junior Angler O/25ft Category 2015-16 Season
Rank
1
2
3
4
5

Angler
Sam Czabayski

Boat Name
SPARTACUS
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Junior
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Tag Points
130.83

Points
392.50

No. Species
1
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Highest Point Scoring Senior Angler 25ft & Under Category 2015-16 Season
Rank

Angler

1
2

Shaun Ossitt
Steve Lewis

3
4
5

Jason D’Angelo
Andrew Donhardt

Boat Name

Division

Tag Points

OVERDEW

Senior
Senior

650
0

Senior
Senior

100
50

Total Points
1,496.00
506.00
100.00

No. Species

50.00

Highest Point Scoring Lady Angler 25ft & Under Category 2015-16 Season
Rank

Angler

1
2
3

Boat Name

Division

Tag Points

Total Points

No. Species

justagil

Ladies

0

682.00

1

Tracey Tito

Highest Point Scoring Junior Angler 25ft & Under Category 2015-16 Season
Rank
1
2
3

Angler

Boat Name

Division

Tag Points

Points

No. Species

N/A
N/A

Highest Point Scoring Senior Angler Land Base Category 2015-16 Season
Rank
1
2
3

Angler

Boat Name

Wayne Greenshields
Jason D’Angelo

Division

Tag Points

Total Points

Senior
Senior

0
100

2,390.00
100.00

No. Species

Highest Point Scoring Lady Angler Land Base Category 2015-16 Season
Rank
1
2
3

Angler
Lee VanSoest

Boat Name

Division
Lady

Tag Points
0

Points
3,300.00

No. Species

Have All Recorded Capture Listings
ANGLERS NAME
Bruce Baddeley
Lee Van Soest
Shaun Ossitt
Tracey Tito
Shaun Ossitt
Russell Bianco
Russell Bianco
Gabriella Gabbana
Gabriella Gabbana
Wayne Greenshields
Ralph Czabayski
Susan Czabayski
Craig Dade
Craig Dade
Steve Lewis
Wayne Greenshields
Lee Van Soest

Species

Boat

Class

Weight

Line Kg

SB Tuna
Carp
Snapper
SB Tuna
Kingfish
Sampson Fish
Salmon
Sampson Fish
Salmon
Carp
SB Tuna
SB Tuna
Snapper
Kingfish
Tuna
Carp
Carp

Willow lee
Land Based
Overjew
Justagirl
Overjew
Majessnik
Majessnik
Majessnik
Majessnik
Land Based
Spartacus
Spartacus
NA
Racso
NA
Land Based
Land Based

O25
LB
U25
U25
U25
O25
O25
O25
O25
LB
O25
O25
O25
O25
U25
LB
LB

120.50
4.00
11.62
99.00
17.28
18.00
2.30
23.00
2.20
3.60
110.00
61.30
8.30
16.50
121.60
4.50
4.50

37
1
8
24
8
15
2
15
2
1
24
24
4
15
24
2
2
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Category Standings
Seniors
Ladys
Seniors
Ladys
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Ladys
Ladys
Seniors
Seniors
Ladys
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Seniors
Ladys

H
M/ M
M/M&Heaviest
M/M&Heaviest
M/M&Heaviest
M/M&Heaviest
M/M&Heaviest
M/M&Heaviest
M/M&Heaviest
Most Meritious
Most Meritious
M/M&Heaviest
M/M&Heaviest
M/M&Heaviest
M/M&Heaviest
Heaviest
Heaviest
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As Shane Mensforth reports, there are few fish more exciting or challenging
than big southern bluefin tuna, particularly when they pass the magic
100kg mark.
For ages I’d been secretly hoping that those giant southern bluefin tuna
would go away, at least until next year when I was ready to have a serious
crack at them. Like most keen blue water anglers here, I had been looking
on with envy and drooling over the Facebook pictures of smiling fisho’s
with their mega-tuna from the state’s South-East.
Since April we’ve enjoyed an unprecedented run of ‘barrel’ bluefin – fish of
100kg or better – that have provided some of the most incredible
gamefishing South Australia has ever seen. Most of us expected the tuna
run to last two or three months and then stop as quickly as it started, but it
would seem that practically all of what we thought we knew about
southern bluefin movements has been blown out the window. The autumn
‘season’ stretched into winter, then into spring and, as the fish are still
about in good numbers, no one really knows when (or if) it will end.
Exactly why 2015 has seen the best fishing for barrel-sized bluefin in our history remains a mystery. There are plenty of
theories flying about, most of which revolve around currents, baitfish movements, water temperature fluctuations and
similar environmental variables, but so far there are no clear-cut, definitive answers. The fish have been caught over a
vast stretch of the South-East Australian coastline, from Sorrento in Victoria all the way through to Cape Jaffa here in SA,
providing thousands of anglers with the most exciting fishing of their lives.
So, why was I hoping the big bluefin would go away until next year?
For a variety of reasons, mostly to do with weather, work commitments and the magazine boat being out commission for at
least six weeks during its winter refit, I simply hadn’t been able to consider heading to the South-East to go fishing.
Although I had most of the right tackle for the job, none of it was ready, and I’d also have to upgrade gaffs and re-spool
reels before thinking about heading to the South-East and joining the party.
In the end, the decision to go was made for me. One of my oldest and dearest fishing friends, Rolf Czabayski, had invited
me down to his boat at the Royal SA Yacht Squadron for a drink, and it didn’t take long for the conversation to turn to
tuna. Rolf has been the backbone of the Game Fishing Club of SA for decades, and his knowledge of bluefin fishing is
second to none. Like me, he was excited by what was happening down in the South-East, as was his son Ralph, who owns
‘Spartacus’, a magnificent 55 foot Viking flybridge game boat.
I didn’t know at the time, but Ralph had taken his boat down to Robe a week or so earlier, and had already caught a 109kg
tuna, joining the ‘barrel club’ at his first attempt. Rather than motor all the way back to Adelaide after just a couple of
days’ fishing, Ralph opted to leave Spartacus moored inside the harbor at Robe and get someone to pick him up. The boat
would be safe there and, if the tuna were still about, there might just be a ‘round two’ before he drove it back to Adelaide.
It was an invitation to be part of round two that ultimately opened the door for me to have a crack at the fish I’d be hoping
would go away!
All of a sudden I had to get lures rigged, leaders prepared, harness systems organised and take care of a dozen other things
I’d been putting off. The plan was to drive down to Robe on a Thursday evening, then fish Friday, Saturday and a small
part of Sunday before heading back to town. It would be a whirlwind trip, but one I felt extremely excited about.
A couple of Ralph’s close mates, Ben Gerrits and Sean Brooker, would also be part of the team for the first day’s fishing,
then Rolf would join us for the remainder of the trip and also for the long boat ride home. Ben offered to drive us to Robe,
so with all travel and logistical arrangements under control, it looked like all systems were go. Only a bad weather
forecast could throw a spanner in the works and, as most of my close fishing buddies will attest, this is always a strong
possibility when my name pops up!
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Fortunately, the Bureau’s long-range wind map indicated favourable conditions for the Friday and Saturday, followed by a
bit of a change on Sunday. At least our two full fishing days looked OK, but the homeward travelling leg might not be
quite so pleasant. Spartacus is a big, fast and extremely seaworthy boat, so the prospect of one bumpy day out of three
wasn’t enough to cause major concern.
I love Robe. It’s one of the nicest ports along the Limestone Coast, and its boating facilities are first class. The resident rock
lobster fleet commands a decent harbor and, apart from a section of shallow water in the entrance channel, it’s a great
place to fish from in boats of any size. Spartacus sat comfortably on its mooring amongst dozens of crayboats, and we
soon had her refuelled, reprovisioned and ready for fishing at first light on Friday morning.
Thanks to Fady Dib and Bruce Baddeley, both of whom had been fishing for big tuna quite regularly prior to our adventure,
I had a couple of GPS marks to use as starting points. Fady’s crew had tagged and released more than two dozen barrels
over several weeks, so I knew the info’ he had passed on would be gold. Most of their tuna had come from an area almost
due west of Cape Jaffa, with the 50m contour line being the preferred depth to begin trolling. This meant a 60km run from
Robe, which took us around an hour and a half in near perfect sea conditions.
It’s not often we need to use 24 and 37kg gamefishing tackle in SA, but
Spartacus’ cockpit was bristling with a mixture of Penn International and
Shimano Tiagra 50W outfits as we scanned the horizon for seabird activity.
As is almost always the case when hunting tuna of any size or breed, terns
and gannets are the keys to success.
These birds have the uncanny ability to know where and when the bluefin are
going to pop up; they really are the gamefisher’s eyes in the sky.
With a spread of five large trolling skirts skipping seductively in Spartacus’ wake, the waiting game began. Odd flocks of
birds could be seen at varying distances, but none seemed to be doing more than we were – looking and hoping. There
were dolphins cruising through the general area too, which is nearly always a good sign when you’re tuna fishing. Tight
balls of baitfish were evident on the sounder as well, so all the ingredients were there. All we needed was for the big
bluefin to join the circus and we would be in business! guess we had been trolling the general area for an hour or so
before we noticed a distinct change in the demeanour of both birds and dolphins. One minute they all seemed to be flying
or cruising quite aimlessly, then suddenly a sense of urgency entered the scene and activity levels skyrocketed.
The gannets began their spectacular routine of plunging vertically, headlong into the ocean, the dolphins started to bust
through the surface, and all at once the whole scene was transformed to one of high excitement. Ralph gazed down from
the flybridge with a broad grin; something special was about to happen!
Less than a minute later, after trolling through a mess of screeching birds and with dolphins working feverishly all around
us, one of the rods went off. Naturally, it was the skipper’s prerogative to take the first strike, and Ralph was soon
standing over an extremely bent 24kg short stroker, with line pouring off the reel in powerful bursts. Barrel time!
With Ben and Sean down in the cockpit, I took the controls upstairs to
manoeuvre the boat and assist the angler.
Ralph had lost a lot of line on those initial long runs, so first priority was
to get some of that back onto the reel.
With one of Spartacus’ engines in reverse, Ralph was able to crank back
a hundred metres or so, then the big tuna went deep to catch its breath.
Although you can apply quite a bit of pressure through a decent 24kg
short stroker, Ralph could only lean back on the harness and watch line
slip from the spool as the bluefin made a steady vertical dive.
Changing the line angle by manoeuvring the boat consistently is often enough to keep a tuna on the move, and we
employed this technique repeatedly until the fish once again came up. If you allow a big, powerful fish like this to dictate
terms, the fight can often drag on for hours, which is precisely what we didn’t want. Maintaining constant pressure and
keeping the tuna working against you at varying angles is the key combination.
About half an hour after hook up, Ralph’s double and leader emerged for the first time. From my vantage point up on the
flybridge I could see the fish quite clearly, calling it for a no-risk 100kg tuna immediately. Neither Sean or Ben had done
much fishing of this sort before, so Ralph had limited experience to assist him in the cockpit, and boating the big tuna was
always going to be a challenge. They had the flying gaff ready, the trace man had donned protective gloves, and all that
stood between Ralph and his second barrel was a bit of good fortune at boatside. Sadly, however, his fortunes were
anything but good.
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When the top of Ralph’s wind-on leader eventually found its way through the rod tip and the massive bluefin was just a
couple of metres away, Ben grabbed the 400 pound nylon and hung on for all he was worth. Although it was pretty well
spent, then tuna summoned just enough strength to make one final lunge under the boat, and as Ben was forced to
relinquish his hold on the leader, it touched the hull and snapped. We all looked at each other, shook our heads and
quickly went about the business of setting up for another shot.
As we hadn’t been fishing long before the first strike, everyone was optimistic about finding a second tuna quickly.
However, there’s rarely a sure thing in fishing, and it wasn’t until well after lunch that the next opportunity arose. We had
trolled for at least four hours before we found more active seabirds, and this time two reels went off simultaneously. Ben
and I grabbed the rods while Ralph jumped down into the cockpit and Sean took the wheel. Hooking two big bluefin
simultaneously is always a major challenge, particularly if they decide to bolt off in opposite directions, and we would
need cool heads and plenty of luck to boat both fish. before eventually slowing down. A brief tactical discussion
ensued, and it was decided that I would maintain steady pressure on my tuna without upsetting it too much, while Ben
would try to bring his in first. The theory was that his fish should have burned up plenty of energy on its initial screaming
runs against heavy drag, and that it might just be easier to knock over.
And so it turned out to be. Less than 20 minutes after hook up, Ben had his leader within range and, with Ralph’s
experience in the cockpit on big fish, the fight was over quite quickly. Although not quite in the barrel class, Ben’s tuna
was certainly a nice one. 75-80 kilos was the popular guesswork figure prior to tag and release, and the boy was pretty
happy with himself!
Meanwhile, I had upped the ante in the hope of getting my bluefin up and out of its deep circling routine. Sean drove the
boat away from the fish several times to create a more favourable line angle, and eventually I was able to move it in the
right direction. Leaning back on the stand-up harness and allowing leverage to play its part, I found I could lift the fish’s
head occasionally, but there’s only so much hurt you can apply through eight kilos of reel drag. We reached stalemate
several times, but changing the line angle almost always caused the big tuna to swim upward, and this was obviously the
key to winning the battle.
About an hour and a half into the fight, Ralph almost managed to grab the leader, but once again the bluefin summoned just
enough strength to pull away and head for the bottom again. This sort of fishing can be a game of inches at times, and by
the two hour mark I was starting to feel the pinch. Without a properly adjusted harness/bucket system there’s simply no
way I could have slugged it out over an extended period with a fish as strong and determined as this one.
Two hours and ten minutes after hook up, Ralph eventually managed to get a grip on the wind-on leader and dragged the
massive tuna within gaffing range. Ben made no mistake with the big flyer, and my first ever genuine barrel was hauled
in through the transom door. I knew immediately that the fish was over 100kg, as its girth was enormous and it took three
to ultimately bring it aboard. I was stoked, and vowed there and then to tag and release any further big bluefin if I was
lucky enough to hook another.
We had almost called fishing for the day, as we had a lengthy run back to
Robe, when a small and seemingly insignificant mob of birds popped up
immediately in front of us. A second double strike ensued, this time
with Ralph and Sean on the rods, and it looked like our plans for a
timely return had been dashed. Both fish screamed away at frightening
speed, but for some
inexplicable reason Sean’s line parted and
Ralph was left to fight his tuna alone. Break-offs on 37kg line are rare,
and we assumed the taut nylon had touched a dolphin or maybe even
another tuna somewhere out there in the briny.
Half an hour later, Ralph had a superbly conditioned tuna at boatside,
which we guessed to be in the 80-90kg bracket.
This capped off a truly remarkable fishing day, and one that none of us
will forget in a hurry. My tuna weighed in at 108kg, providing official
entry to the prestigious ‘barrel club’, and we celebrated well into the
night. Sean and Ben had work commitments the following day and
subsequently left us for the return road trip to Adelaide, but we were
joined by Ralph’s wife Susan and his father Rolf.
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Robe harbor was like the proverbial mill pond as Spartacus’ twin diesels roared into life on our second fishing morning, and
by eight o’clock we were trolling the same area that had been so productive the day before. Birdlife was limited to just a
handful of terns and gannets, but a sizeable pod of active dolphins attracted our attention immediately. They were
relentlessly smashing into baitfish schools, and as we neared the scene of most activity, one of the five troll rods went off.
Susan was on strike, and right from outset I could see she knew what to do with a short stroker. She’s caught marlin and
plenty of other gamefish before, and soon she was settled into a confident, steady routine, leaning back on the harness and
giving the tuna plenty to think about. The lady can definitely fish!
Just 20 minutes later Susan had her first big bluefin on board, and although
it wouldn’t make the magic 100kilo mark, it was certainly way bigger
than her. Our ‘guesstimates’ put the fish at around 70kg, and there were
smiles all round.
Unfortunately, this would be our one and only strike for the day. Despite
trolling for hours on end, we simply couldn’t raise another bite. The birds
and dolphins appeared to have vanished completely and the ocean was
empty. In reality, the tuna probably went deep and none of the boats out
there with us were able to locate them either. Nevertheless, hooking six
tuna of this quality in a couple of days was still champagne fishing, and
no one was disappointed.
As mentioned earlier, it’s still anyone’s guess as to how long the big bluefin
will stick around in South Aussie waters. They may gradually dissipate,
they might vanish overnight or they may still be out there until Christmas
time or beyond. It has certainly been a magic ride for all who’ve managed to
get out amongst them, and I count myself as extremely lucky to have
become a member of the barrel club – in style!
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Here at Palmdale Meats we pride ourselves on quality, service and friendly advice. Our products include a large
range of free range and grass fed beef, lamb and poultry as well as fresh seafood daily.
Adelaide’s best smoked salmon cooked in store and a large range of gluten free products
(over 40 gluten free lines in store).
North Adelaide Village Shopping Centre
81 O’Connell Street
North Adelaide SA 5006
Telephone – 8267 5498 www.palmdalemeats.com.au
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Hi Members just a bit of an update on things that have
happened and are happening
Last Month the Club held he MICKS WINCH / TOP SHOT TACKLE one line
class one species cape Jervis three weekend tournament
Steve Morris GFCSA
Tournament Director

First of all I would like to thank Michael Dawe for allowing the club to use his
Holliday house at Cape Jervis as the tournament base for the three weekend.

The boats that did manage to go out made the most of what was there on offer i.e. Salmon at the Pages Islands
with three boats stretching out quite a lot of light line.
One of our Junior angler Oscar Dade was on board with his farther and managed quite a
few light line captures with one being a potential state and national record, well done
Oscar hope everything passes for you.
I would also like to thank Committee man Jerry Burtt for his
assistance over the three weekend and a none member Paul
Kappa who assisted us by volunteering his spit & services as
the cook for us on the first weekend .
The second weekend was a wash out and on the third weekend
Michael showed off his skills as a Pizza maker, all in all a great
three weekend for those who took the time to come along.

Over the three weekends 4 crews & boats attended and although there where no SBF Tuna to be caught, mostly
through the lack of good weather the social involvement was excellent and with even a few locals joining in
turned out well.

The Port Lincoln Peter Teakle Blue Water Classic is still on track and going
ahead and although we do have quite a few ground crew people that have
committed to helping out over the tournament week
We could always use more , so if any member who is not entering the
tournament would like to be involved in helping out in other ways, your assistance would be welcome.
Please contact me on 0407 280 323 or by email on stevemorris@topshottackle.com
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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Dear Members,
The IGFA has a very close association with GFAA. IGFA was founded in 1939 only 2
years later than your Club , “The Game Fishing Club of SA”.
IGFA (International Game Fishing Association ) wants' you as members of IGFA.

It is Free !!!
Rolf Czabayski
IGFA Rep

What will i Membership do for you, The benefits to you are being a part of the global
angling community, i Members will receive , access to new content and services on the
IGFA website www.igfa.org

Benefits of joining include:
1) Access to All- Tackle World records and All-Tackle record details (including actual photographs of
world record fish
2) Online access to full length feature instructional videos.
3) The IGFA E-Newsletter
4) The ability to find and communicate with IGFA Captains, Weigh Stations and Representatives
anywhere in the world via the IGFA interactive map, and other services.
Together , through the IGFA i Membership, recreational anglers can and will be more influential and
coordinated than we currently are. We all have much in common and the issues we face are great. By
mobilizing we can influence fisheries managers and protect our resource far more effectively. Ultimately, our
strength lies in numbers and I would ask you to join .
We assure you that all Member’s E-Mail Addresses and contact information are kept confidential by
IGFA.
So give me a Call on 0408364488 or send me a E-Mail: rolf@esc.net.au To give me permission to get you the
free no cost to you i Membership.
New Record:
Aussie Angler Amy Jobson battled a 124,8 Kg (275lb2oz) Southern Bluefin Tuna for nearly six hours on April
17 /2015 after the fish inhaled the Pakula lure she was trolling behind a small five meter (Aprox15 Feet )
trailer boat off Port Mc Donnell, Thanks to Jobson’s determination and some encouragement from Capt.
Robert Adamo, Jobson eventually landed the massive tuna, which easily earned her the new Women’s 24kg
(50lb) line class record.
Rolf Czabayski
IGFA Rep.
CHOOSING HOOK SIZE
The are a couple of considerations when choosing hooks for specific lures. The larger and heavier the gauge of
the hook the more the lure action is overridden by the rudder effect of the hooks. In some lures such as those
with symmetrical head shapes this rudder effect is part of the system. In other non-symmetrical head shapes
such as sliced heads the hooks actually
interfere with lure action. As a general guide the hook size
should be so the bight of the hook is equal to the diameter
of the lure head, that is the lure head should fit through
the bight of the hook as shown in Fig 3.

Fig3

The result is that around 50% of the bight is available to hook the fish as shown in Fig 4. In some cases this size
hook may seem over large for a lure, therefore the next size down is used. This is often the case with sliced
head lures.
WIRE
Though wire is rarely used as leader material it is often used as a spacer between the back of the lure head to
the trailing hook. The wire generally used is stainless 49-strand cable. Wire is used because it will retain its set
angle and lies nice and straight. The use of wire also protects this area of the rig which is most likely to come in
contact with sharp teeth or abrasive jaws and bills.
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Inside view
Gary has also fitted out the
weigh station facility with an all
stainless steel cleaning area
Not only a great looking set up but also well
thought out to cater for that maybe needed

Open for business

Congratulation to Gary Causon, owner of the “Causon Havoc Bait Tackle” store in Port Mac Donnell who has
just received conformation that he has been accepted as an official IGFA weigh station.
Gary has put a lot of time and money into getting it right and has done a magnificent job on his facility to cater
for his newly acquired IGFA weigh station status
A Great job Gary and again congratulations from myself and the Game Fishing Club of South Australia
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WINNER OF THE CHRISTMAS
STOCKING RAFFLE THIS YEAR
WAS STEVE MORRIS HO HO HO!
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Everyone waiting for Santa to arrive by boat
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Santa being delivered by “SPARTACUS”
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Club Rooms Wend 28th Oct 2015
7:00pm start
Final details (TBA)
COMPLETED






Adelaide Dec 6th 2015 (Sunday)
12:00pm clubrooms
RSAYS Quarter deck
34a Parnkalla Ave Port Lincoln
Nov 29th (Sunday)
(Any further details TBA)
COMPLETED

Club Rooms 20th Jan 2016 Starts 7:00pm
(Final details TBA)

Adelaide Feb 10th 2016 (Wednesday)

7:00 pm at clubrooms
‘All aspects of Blue water Classic preparation’

PT Lincoln Feb 14th 2016(Sunday)

(Final details TBA)


On a Wednesday early in 20thJuly 2016
 starting at 7 pm
At the GFCSA clubrooms
( Any Further details TBA )


On a Saturday night AUGUST 2016

(Final date details TBA )
(Invitations will be sent by mail / e-mail)
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Starts : 1200hrs August 6th
Ends: 2400hrs 31stth August 2015

Starts: 1200hrs Tues 1st Sept
Ends: 2400hrs Mon 28th Sept 2015

CATEGORIES: All waters, All line Classes
The Boat & Angler records the most species for the challenge
Highest Point Scoring: Boat & Angler
Highest Tag Point Scoring: Boat & Angler In all Categories
& Divisions GFAA Equipment rules apply!
COMPLETED
 CATEGORIES: All waters, All line classes
Most Meritorious: Eagle Ray Yellowtail Kingfish & Salmon
Heaviest: Snapper, Yellowtail Kingfish and Salmon Highest Point
Scoring: Angler & Boat Highest Tag Point Scoring: Angler & Boat
In all Categories & Divisions GFAA equipment rules apply!

COMPLETED

 CATEGORIES: All waters, 15kg line & under

Starts: Noon Thurs 1st Oct 2015
Ends: 2400hrs Sun 1st Nov 2015

Most Meritorious: Shark & Eagle Ray Heaviest: Shark & Eagle
Highest Point Scoring: Angler & Boat Highest Tag Point
Scoring: Angler & Boat In all Categories & Divisions
 GFAA equipment rules apply!
 CATEGORIES: One species — One line class

Weekend 1/ Fri 6th to Sun 8th Nov
Weekend 2/ Fri 13th to Sun 15th Nov
Weekend3/ Fri 20th to Sun the 22nd Nov

Starts: 0600hrs Friday 8th Jan
Ends: 2400hrs Sun 17th 2016 Jan

Start & finish Cape Jervis only, 6kg line only, SBF Tuna ONLY
Heaviest Tuna M/M Tuna over all Highest Point Scoring:
Angler all Categories & Divisions Highest Tag Point Scoring
Angler all Categories & Divisions Highest Point Scoring: Boat
overall Highest Tag Point Scoring Boat overall
Line inn at 7am Fri —- lines out 8pm Sun

COMPLETED
All Fresh Waters - All GFAA Fresh water Species
- 6kg line and under Only
Highest Point Scoring individual Species Over all & all Divisions
Highest Point Scoring: Angler & Boat all Categories & all Divisions
Tournament Base at “Marion Bay”

Start 12 noon Fri 22nd Jan
Ends 1800hrs Sun 24th 2016 Jan

A Sponsored Event

Heaviest & Most Meritorious GFAA Fish Species shark &
Eagle rays Champion, Angler & Boat Highest Point Scoring:
Angler & Boat Highest Tag Point Scoring: Angler & Boat
In all Categories & Divisions GFAA equipment rules apply!
Rules, Times and Criteria to be issued at the briefing
—CATEGORIES:

Briefing:
12th March (Saturday)
Tournament: 13th-17th March
Presentation: 18th March (Friday)

COMPLETED

A Sponsored Event

A Sponsored Event

Tournament Base at “Memory Cove”
all Categories & Divisions equipment rules apply!
GFAA Fish species Sharks & Eagle Rays
Rules, Times and Criteria to be issued at the briefing
 CATEGORIES:

Weekend 1/
Starts: 0600 hrs Fri 1stApril
Ends: 2400 hrs Sun 3rd April
Weekend 2/
Starts: 0600 hrs Fri 8thApril
Ends: 2400 hrs Sun 10th April

Gulf St Vincent only, 8kg lines and under
Heaviest Shark/Eagle Ray/Snapper
Highest Point Scoring: Angler overall each division Highest
Point Scoring: Boat overall
Highest Tag Point Scoring: Boat overall
GFAA equipment rules apply!
 CATEGORIES: All Waters- All GFAA Species  6kg line and under Most recorded species by an angler Highest

Starts: 0600hrs Sat 30th April
Ends: 2400hrs Wed 15th June 2016

E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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With a break in the weather and a couple of days up our sleeves we did
an early week trip to Cape Jaffa, we knew the weekend had been
crazy and unfortunately we had too much on to be able to get down
the SE.
Mum and I headed off Monday night after a meeting, we jumped in the
car and the radio was playing " I'm just a girl"… Mum and I looked at
each other and said it’s going to be a good trip! Arriving at Cape Jaffa
around 2am Tuesday morning. We pulled into the caravan park,
crawled into the boat and hit the hay ready for the next morning.

Do you think this is one is big enough? !!

I was on strike and excited… launching we headed out until we saw the usual action, birds diving, dolphins and
whales. We had just received our new lures that where on order and we were pumped and ready to go.
We trolled for about an hour and then zzzzzzzzzzzzz double hook up… Mum and I just looked at each other
…..Noooooo, we had to just suck it up! Bugga mum’s busted off, but mine was still on. I got my harness on
and set up … OMG the power of this fish was unbelievable.
I settled into a nice rhythm and within 30 mins my big fish was on the surface, and so close... I yelled at mum to
get the gaff as I was up to leader and it was looking like a cracker fish. A couple of delays and gaff issues saw
it swim back into the depths and that was the beginning of my world of pain….
I managed to get the fish up to the surface again, and let me tell you with only 2 of you on board it’s not easy. By
this time my lower back was in pain, and the pressure of the fish was ridiculous. Down it went again by this
time mum was telling me pump and wind Renee, just little pumps and winds and this resulted in world war 3
on the boat and we were lucky no one else was on board.
Finally I had it back to the surface and by now I was in a world of pain, I had my fish right next to the boat again
and then a dolphin came swimming up to my line, turned around a flicked its tail a couple of times against my
line trying to cut me off. Noooooo
Close to tears and only an hour 10 into the fight… the dolphin went away and the fish was still at the side of the
boat, then I made the biggest mistake ever!!! I sat on the esky to get some leverage and heaved in the last few
winds ….. SNAPPPPP the fish went straight under the boat and cut off…. (Ren sulking again….) not a word
was uttered :
After a few minutes we re-grouped and lures where back in the water!! Zzzzzzzzzzzzz off it peeled again, which
was short lived as it busted off… and again!! Lines in again Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz mum took up the fight 20
mins in. gone busted off again… this continued for another 4 fish.
By this time is was getting on and we decided we should call it a day and get back in before dark. Arriving back
at the caravan park, people had rocked up from everywhere to fish the next day. We spent some time chatting
to the guys from snapper safaris who were a real cool bunch. They were barrel virgins and hoping to land their
first as well.
We had a few boats out the next day working together where fish were hooked up and all of us keeping in
touch. Mum and I headed out to the same area we were the day before, activity was in a little closer so we
dropped in the lures, Zzzzzzzzzzzzzzzz off it peeled.
Mum on strike we were on again…. Settling in Mum had a good rhythm going, and hour in and we finally had it
to the surface, trying to back up on it went deep again and stayed there!!! 2 hrs in and the fish was still
swimming deep we had managed to get it back up again for it to go back down deep again.
We had this fish to the surface 5 times now, and I thought back to some a fight some other guys had with 2 on
board and the epic battle they had that took them into the dark and some 10hrs later… what we were doing
clearly wasn’t working. 3 hours and 45 minutes in and I could see mum was getting tired.
The fish would come to the surface and we would back up on it and it would go back down, I had then establish
that we needed to get it to the boat from on the surface. The Flying gaff was tied off to the side of the boat and
I had it ready to go, within seconds I had a clean strike and the fish was gaffed.
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Letting off some line, mum took a breather while I held the robe and fish. Mum then grabbed the main robe
while I got the other gaff and gripped its tail and the tail wrap was on and finally a barrel was tied to the side of
the boat.
At this point we put out the radio call that we had landed it finally. Michael, Franko, Deldie and Scotty from
Snapper Safaris II headed over and a couple of the boys jumped on board to help us pull her over, and take
some pics for us, they were just as excited as us. (Thanks guys it was really appreciated)
They still didn’t have a hook up at that point, as we were heading back in we lent them out lethal weapon just in
case it brought them some luck as well. It didn’t but they hooked up all the same and Scotty managed to land a
nice fish as well – so well done guys!
On our way back in we flicked over radio channels on the off chance someone was at Causon Havoc… no one
was there but we heard a familiar voice over the radio “that sounds like justagirl” why hello Mr Bell, so we had a
quick chat to Tony filling him on our trip as we were excited to be able to share it with the team down there.
Back at the Cape Jaffa Caravan Park, Chad & Kristy arranged for us to head down the quarry to get our fish
weighed. Thanks for arranging it and being part of our excitement.
Down at the quarry the guys down there grabbed the crane and loaded her up, 99kg bled not quite the 100+ we
were after but a nice fish all the same… and we aren’t going to split hairs over 1kg as far as we are concerned
it’s a barrel!! (Despite a lot of talk about it’s not 100kg… ain’t nobody got time for that!!
The guys at the quarry thought it was hilarious and didn’t expect to be doing that for a couple of girls but thanks
for your help guys.
Nathan rocked in with his fish also and weighed in at around
120kg and was another nice fish, we chucked both fish onto
he back of his Ute and headed into Kingston to clean them
up before the long trek home.
People came from everywhere at Kingston as we pulled into
the wash area with 2 massive tuna on the back, and after
filleting it’s fair to say it looked like a murder scene, but the
birds where very happy with their dinner that night and
nothing went to waste. It's important that you get yourselves
some tuna size knives, this job then becomes easy We got a
couple of beauties from Taylor Marine on Victoria RD, They
sell Pro fishing supplies and for $62 for a machete type
knife that carved up 2 barrels easily it was well worth it.
I think this is why fish are getting left behind and or not filleted
properly. Get the right tools for the job guys. Oh and tell
them the “justagirl” team sent you.
WOW just WOW… what a couple of days, as we cleaned up
and jumped into the car to head home the radio switched on
and I’m just a girl was playing again… mum and I looked at
each other, laughed and high fived and headed home!!
It’s taken us 3 days to get over the pain…. But hey you never
know what’s around the corner….

Doesn't take much to make some
people happy, well done good effort
Now all we have to do
is get in the boat!!
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By Frank Bamford

27th

Day 8 the
May
After a week at the Royal Motor Club marina the weather pattern showed signs of improvement so we began to plan the
next stage. This can be a tricky part as we were looking for a
good weather pattern that potentially could cover a period of
2 to 3 days of light winds and smooth seas to allow us a safe
passage from Port to Port as we headed south. The weather
on the east and south coast of Australia over the last month
was showing a pattern of strong winds for 5 to 6 days followed by 2 to 3 days of good conditions so we wanted to only
travel when safe to do so.
Day 9 the 28th May
The opportunity came to depart The Pittwater area on this day as the weather looked good for the next couple of days
enough time to proceed through to our next fuel stop at Eden.
We left the Royal Motor club at 6.30 am when there was enough morning light to safely negotiate our way out of this busy
boating area. The winds were as predicted 7 to 12 knots all day with around a 1 to 2 meter swell which allowed us to
maintain a speed of 16th 18 knots for most of this leg. Our planned anchorage on this day was at Jervois bay where the
Australian Navy have a base which is approximately half way to Eden We witnessed some Navy vessels conducting
exercises off the coast on our way into Jervois Bay but it was difficult to see what they were doing as we stayed well clear.
On contacting the local coast guard they guided us to a safe anchorage for the night adjacent to the township Huskisson.
We arrived 4 pm after travelling some 150 nautical miles from Broken Bay and settled in for the night. Our nominated Chef
Graham (BALDY) Bald prepared a magic meal for us followed by a glass of wine and some ice cream. (One can’t rough it
can one) We sat in 5 meters of water with 42 meters of chain out in smooth almost glass sea conditions for the night.
We turned in early as we had planned an early start the next day as the weather forecast for the days ahead was not
favourable.
Day 12 the 29th May
We needed to make Eden this day as the weather forecast was for a gale warning with winds above 40 knots and 6 meter
seas on the following day as two lows were moving quickly from both the south and west of the country.
With this information we decided to make an early start and after a quick cup of coffee we retrieved anchor and left Jervois
Bay at 3am for the trip south to Eden some 180 nautical miles away. On this leg the sea conditions were kind to us with
mainly smooth seas and light winds under 15 knots which allowed us to travel at around 17 knots for most of the day.
We wanted to arrive in the Port of Eden and tie up well before dark to avoid having to berth the boat in the high winds that
were forecasted to hit the area. Everything went to plan and we berthed safely at 2 pm at the wharf adjacent to the sea wall.
The fuel truck was organised to refuel the boat early the next day at this wharf. Our resident chef Baldy cooked up a great
Thai - chicken meal for us after the few cocktails.
Day 13 the 30th May
After refuelling on this morning it was decided to move the boat to sit alongside of the main wharf as the predicted weather
change was about to hit the area and the wind was forecasted to increase substantially. After consultation with the harbour
master and the local water police they agreed to place us between two fishing trawlers which were both shielded by an
ocean going tug that was berthed at the end of the main wharf.
This move proved to be the right one as the wind initially blew at 40 knots in the harbour area and then stayed strong at
between 35 and 38 knots for the next 5 days. The sea swell outside in the sea way also increased to dangerous levels at
over 6 meters. During this period all vessels remained in harbour either tied up or at anchor. Being berthed at this wharf
allowed us to leave the boat at times for supplies etc. as well as get some exercise. At all times we left one person on board
in case ropes or fenders needed adjusting.
The weather conditions finally started to improve and we began to plan our next leg west with a destination of Portland.
We had to manage the sea surge at the wharf during this period so as to not sustain any damage to the boat. Our large
fenders again came in very handy to prevent any damage from the wharf pylons. Both fishing trawlers agreed for us to
secure additional bow and stern lines to their vessels which was appreciated immensely. The planning of this next stage
was again tricky as the weather fronts that were rolling through from the south and the west seemed to bring high seas and
strong winds for 5 or 6 days followed by 2 to 3 days of good steaming conditions so we had to take this pattern into
account prior to heading off.
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Part of the planning for this leg was the need to refuel the boat at either Port Welshpool or Apollo Bay as it was deemed too
tight a margin of fuel supply if we tried to run through to Portland especially if we encountered rough seas or some other
incident that could hold us up.
On checking with the harbour master at Apollo Bay it was decided that our fuel stop would have to be Port Welshpool as the
high wind and seas over the past week had silted up the harbour entrance at Apollo Bay together with this the dredge that
works in the harbour had broken down. So it was decided that Apollo Bay was too much of a risk.
The wind had dropped substantially with a forecast of 10 to 15 knots of breeze for the next two days for this journey to Portland however the swell would remain high due to the strong winds of the last 5 days.
We left the Eden wharf and anchored across the harbour tucked in behind the Navy wharf to enable a quick start the next
morning this step allowed us to stow all ropes and fenders below. This anchorage is excellent in most wind directions with
depths of around 5 meters. We enjoyed a Chef (Baldy) special meal of steak and veg and then settled in for an early night
Day 18 the 4th June
We retrieved anchor at 3am on this day to begin the stage to Port
Welshpool to refuel with a plan to then continue to Refuge cove
[Wilsons Promontory) the distance for this leg was approximately 250
Nautical miles.
The winds were light but the swell was still around 3 meters and about 12
seconds apart so we had to keep the speed down to 12 to 14 knots for
the first 3 hours as it was difficult to see and read the wave direction
which was mainly from the south to south west.
At day break around 6.45 am we increased to speed to 18 knots by then
we had changed direction which
allowed us to run across the swell
more together with this the swell dropped about 1 meter.
As the day went on the wind and sea swell dropped further as the weather forecast had predicted. This allowed us to sit on
20 knots to help make up time from earlier in the day.
During this leg we passed a number of off shore rigs along with a number of service barges that supply these wells and the
people who work there.
The bird activity had also increased along with the dolphin pods throughout this day a good sign that fish schools were in the
area. Unfortunately we could not stop to try our luck as we were on a mission to keep to our plan to refuel to enable us to
arrive into Portland prior to the next weather front that was predicted to roll through.
We arrived into Port Welshpool at 3 pm and refuelled the boat by 4 pm.
Port Welshpool is a great spot to visit, the entry channel is wide and well-marked and there is plenty of room to berth a boat if
staying over. The distance into and out of Port Welshpool is approximately 50 Nautical miles.
The weather conditions in the area were now absolutely fantastic with virtually no wind or sea swell running so we made the
decision to press on to Refuge Cove after refuelling the boat. This move was necessary as it would have cost us around 2
hours steaming the next morning in the dark of night as we had planned an early start.
We arrived into Refuge Cove at 5.15 pm just on dark and set anchor and after a quick meal we turned in for the night.
Day 19 the 5th June
The weather forecast for the next day in the Portland area was similar to what we had experienced at Eden with strong wind
and high seas predicted for the days ahead so we wanted to arrive prior to this front hitting the area.
At 1 am the mean skipper started the generator to make a coffee (but it was really to get the crew up) and we retrieved the
anchor and departed Refuge Cove at 1.30 am for the leg to Portland some 270 Nautical Miles away.
We were fortunate as a full moon lit our way out of Refuge Cove quite well which made things a bit easier for this early start
to the day.
The sea swells were about ½ a meter and winds were light so we made
good time on this leg. The commercial shipping in this area west of
Wilsons on this night was quite busy but with aid of the AIS system we
had no close calls.
We arrived into Portland at 2 pm and tied up at the fishing trawler wharf to
refuel the boat and then berthed at the Portland Marina visitor berth for
the night. On this night we enjoyed a meal off the boat at a hotel
overlooking the harbour.
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Day 20 the 6th June
As predicted the wind strength increased to 38 to 40 knots in the area and west well into South Australia for the next 5 days
with the seas running at 5 to 6 meters outside of the harbour making it unsafe to proceed.
The marina at Portland is managed and controlled by the local council authority who were great to deal with during our stay.
They also have plans to expand the current facility and double the berths on offer.
For this stop over we visited the township on a few occasions which has a host of facilities and major shopping chain outlets
to choose from.
During our stay it became evident that boating is a major part of the tourist activities for the town with some 400 trailer boats
entering the water during fishing times which is catered for with 7 boat ramps. There is also a fishing charter fleet to cater
for groups who want to go fishing.
There is also a number of commercial fishing boats that work from the area.
Portland harbour is a big harbour and exports wood chips mainly to Japan and as a result employs many locals.
This town and harbour is well worth a visit.
After 3 days the weather system had moved on with the winds dropping to 10 knots however the sea swell was still high so
we decided to wait another day as the conditions to the west and into South Australian waters looked better for the coming
few days.
Day 24 the 10th June
We departed the marina in Portland at 3 am on this day with the destination Cape Jervis some 260 Nautical miles west into
South Australia and a plan to berth in the marina St Vincent at Wirrina Cove for the night.
For the first 2 hours the sea swell was still running at between 3 and 4 meters but at 16 seconds apart with winds of 10 knots
so it was safe enough to travel. However we had to keep the pace down as the moon was blocked by heavy cloud and we
had difficulty in reading the direction of the waves.
Sea and wind conditions began to improve around sun up so we increased speed to 18 and at times 20 knots to enable us to
arrive at Wirrina before dark.
After passing Mt Gambier we set a straight course that would take us between the Pages islands and on the Cape Jervois.
From mid-morning we experienced smooth seas and very light winds and the SA
coast was a welcome sight
As the pages came into view we felt that a good thing had been accomplished having
travelled from the Gold Coast in Queensland with no crew injuries or boat damage.
We arrived and tied up at the marina at Wirrina at 5 pm just before dark as planned
and settled into a great last meal that was carefully planned by our resident chef
Baldy and a few beers were had by all.
Day 25 the 11th June
We departed the marina at 9 am to finally take the last run in this journey home to the Royal South Australian Yacht
Squadron where the boat Braveheart is now berthed
On this day we had magical weather with glassy sea conditions all the way from Wirrina a good welcome home.
Many thanks to my crew Graham Bald (Baldy the chef), Murray Borchardt (excellent overall help and assistance) Russell
Fleming (Captain to his friends) from Maritimo for their assistance and help in assisting me to bring the boat home safely
for all involved. In conclusion the last time this crew helped me to deliver a boat home from the Gold Coast some 7 years
ago we did it in 5.5 days as we experienced a great weather pattern that allowed us to travel every day without holdups this
trip took almost 3 weeks longer.
It goes to show that we can’t control the weather but with patience and planning we can work with and around the weather to
still achieve the same outcome it’s all a matter of timing. Again many thanks to my crew for their patience during this
journey.
Regards Frank Bamford
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Any one wishing to place their business
card in the Pointer Ring Steve Morris
0407 280 323
Let us support you and your business
for just $75.00 and in turn you are
supporting your Club
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Club Stubby Holders
Colour : Blue Club Logo in Red,
Yellow & White Ideal For the
Work Place, Home or on the Boat
$7 each

Now Available NEW Club
Boat & Car Stickers
$5 each
Size 30 x 20cm

Fish Venting Kit
Developed by Bill Sawynok (Infofish) used to vent air from
fish swim bladders when releasing bloated fish comes in a
water proof container with easy to follow
illustrations & instructions
Well worth the investment at $7.50

Tag Sticks Available 6ft $150.00
or
12inc $60.00 complete with
Nylon Dart Tag Only Receptor Needle
as shown ( Every Boat should have one !)

Crimping Kits
Designed by our own Technical Officer
for use extensively by our club members in
SA Waters Compiled of items essential for
rigging up tackle used on South Australian fish
species inn counted in SA Waters
Well worth the investment at $190.00

Tag needle Only—one sided $20 two sided $30

Official IGFA
The only measure accepted when
entering a fish into the IGFA longest
fish categories $65.00

E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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Club Baseball Type Cap. Colours :
Dk Blue, White and the new season
Gray all Embroidered with Club Logo
Ideal at Work, Home or on the Boat
Club Caps: $15 each

One Size Fits All !!

Club Decorative Only Burgees & Flags
Colour : Royal Blue Club Logo in White
Ideal hanging in the Boat or Over the Bar at
home $5.00 each

Tag Flags
$14.00 each

GFCSA Boat Burgees & Flags
Colour : Royal Blue Club Logo in White
Burgees $15.00 each Full Flags $25.00

Price $185.00
Compact, robust, corrosion resistant
with all heavy duty Stainless Steel
fittings
plus back light display.

NOW Available !!
New Digital Scales
In two Sizes:
0 to 60lb (colour white)
0 to 300lb (colour black)

Model by Chloe Johnston

Model by Sam Czabayski

Will read out in Pounds or Kilograms
NEW SHIRTS $70.00
JACKETS Only
$75.00
RUGBY TOPS
$50.00
NEW HOODIES
$70.00
BEANIES $10.00
PEAK CAP $15.00

Model by Alexandra Czabayski

Model by Dianne Czabayski

*SHIRTS AVAILABLE IN ALL SIZES *
*NO IRONING REQUIRED *HIGH TECH ODOR FREE MATERIAL* STAIN RESISTANT *DRIP DRY*
TO ORDER RING:-( Dale Smith ) - M.0423 855 099 - To purchase any of the club merchandise Items

E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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GAME RODS

As New !

60kg Tsx130 pinnacle bent but
50kg 120hg pelagic bent but
37kg Wilson live fibre
37kg Custom Mick Atkins bent but
37kg Predator
37kg Custom Mark Hampton bent but
37kg Steve Morris Status bent but
24kg Shimano backbone
24kg Shimano backbone elite
15kg Shimano Triton
15kg Wilson live fibre
All reasonable offers considered,
would like to sell as complete collection

MARINA BERTHS
For Sale or Lease

FISHING REELS

Marina Berth for lease at
Heritage Point
North Haven

* AVET Reel *

Quad Drag T-RX 50 W
2 speed like new, few ware
marks only will sell for 14 mtr easy access for yacht or
power boat to 45ft South Facing
$500.00
Ring Steve 0407 280 323

Power and Water available, Toilet
and shower block access included.
$80 per week 5 mins to the ocean
breakwater. Long term available,
pass coded security access.

Contact Mick Heasman
0418831790

Glenn Martino 0417 810 524

12m & 15m BERTH
“MARINA St VINCENT”
WIRRINA

Contact Ches Detomaso
0412 847 812

For more info on advertising ring
Steve Morris on 0407 280 323

Many other extras to many to list
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40ft AM Classic White Cap
Consider swap for smaller boat and cash
$220,000.00 Negotiable, Wallaroo, 0417 810 524
Brand new Tuna Tower custom built, 575hrs on twin 450C Cummins shaft drive engines fully maintained by
Cummins early 2013 new water pumps and alternators plus new maintenance free deep cycle complete main
and house batteries. 6.5KVA Diesel Generator.
All brand new top of range fully integrated Furuno Electronics Inc. auto Pilot, Radar, Sounder, Plotter and 14"
touch screen multifunction display, completely overhauled throughout electronics, Satellite TV, Fusion sound
system/DVD, amp and subs at cabin and Fusion TV, GME sound system/DVD, amp and subs in lower cabin
with 2 x TV's, underwater lighting, complete led lighting fit out, early 2013 hull completely stripped back an
antifouled, speed propped, all stainless ball valves, bilge pumps and hosing replaced. Hot water system and
shower, toilet and holding tank, deck wash, fish holding tanks, aux. fuel bladder, game chair and battle station,
reelax outriggers, rear L shape deck lounge available easy refit.
HEAPS MORE TOO MUCH TO LIST
price negotiable & will consider smaller boat and
cash difference,
$155,000 ONO.
or will swap for smaller boat and cash difference
Last slipped June 2014
anti-fouled, new anodes & engines
serviced
For any further information
Contact Glenn Martino 0417 810 524
Vessel Name: Decanter Price: $190,000
Make: Caribbean

Registration: tba

Model: 35 Flybridge Cruiser

Registration expiry: tba

Hull year: tbc

Hull: Mono planning hull

Length: 35 feet / 10.67 mtrs

Usage: Cruising / Fishing / Leisure

Beam: 13.3 feet

Engines: Twin 300hp Cummins Diesels

Draft: 3 feet

Engine hours: Port, tba Starboard, tba

Hull material: GRP

Vessel location: Glenelg SA

“Decanter”
Water storage capacity 450 litres
Great family boat for day trips, fishing
and extended cruising.

Description.






Twin Station



Simrad navigation electronics,
 Flexi-teak decks
Plotter, Sounder, Radar, Autopilot








Chain counter
Led rear flood lights

Extended aft awning, folds in half
Full covers to Flybridge
Game poles / outriggers

Safety equipment
6 Man emergency life raft
7 kva generator
1200 watt inverter













2x 200 amp hour house batteries

Accommodation sleeps 6.

Water maker, 100gal/day
Cockpit fridge / freezer
Ingle fridge / freezer 12v/ 240v in lazarette

Always carefully maintained and
serviced with recent service and lift.

2x new helm chairs
Drip less shaft seals

“Decanter” presents in very good
condition ready for immediate boating
enjoyment.

Trim tabs
2x VHF radios
Deck wash pump, salt / fresh water
Fuel capacity tba
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Only two careful owners from new.
Full service history available.

For more details and Price ring
Robbie at H: 83572212
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Would you like to have your Fishing Photos in your own folder on Our Web-Site ?
We would like you to share your fish photo’s in the picture gallery on our club web site ?
Contact Steve Morris for details M/0407280323 stevemorris@topshottackle.com

Royal South Australian Yacht Squadron: -——— www.rsays.com.au
Game Fishing Association of Australia: —-—–— www.gfaa.asn.au
Fishnet: ————–————————————–-— www.fishnet.com.au
International Game Fishing Association: ——–— www.igfa.org
South Australian Fishing Industry Council: —–—- www.safic.com.au
Fisheries Research Advisory Board: ———–——- www.fishresearch.sa.gov.au
FISHSA.com: ————–—————————–——- www.fishsa.com
Adelaide Coarse Anglers: ———–—————–— www.australiancoarseangling.com
Australian Fisheries: Academy: ——–————–—- www.afa.edu.au
Fish NEWS: ———–————————————–—- fishnews.cool.net.au
Rex Hunt Fishing Adventures: ——–————–-— www.rexhunt
SA Recreational Fisheries Advisory Council: —- www.sarfac.com
Tidal Predictions: ———–———————— www.ntf.flinders.edu.aul
Primary Industries and Resources SA: -—- www.pir.sa.gov.au
Top Shot Tackle Australia : —–———–—- www.TopShotTackle.com
Ray & Anns Tackle Mart : ——–————— www.rayanns.com.au
Game Fish Club of SA: ——–——————- www.gamefishsa.org.au or gfcsa.com.au
Seasurface : ————–—————————- www.seasurface.com
Strke&Hook: ————–————————-- www.strikehook.com
E-Mail:- gamefishsa@esc.net.au
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Welcome to the Junior Pointer Section.
This section will be dedicated to report and inform the Junior members of the club with the on going activities of other Juniors within the club and is specifically designed
for our Junior members.

Hi everyone,

By Small Fry Member Oscar Dade

On the weekend dad and I said we should go down to cape jervis and see if any Tuna or salmon
around
We stayed a Micks place thank you and got up early on the Sunday, headed to the Pages
On the way we had the lures out for Tuna, found some Dolphin’s and birds but no Tuna,
When we arrived at the pages Dad set up with some 4 kilo reels, and we trolled around for a half a
hour
Then we found them first 2 were small, then as we kept trolling they got bigger 3.3 and 3.85 kilos, great
We kept trying but we could not get any over 4 kilo.
Dad anchored and put on a 2 kilo reel, off we went again but we started catching 1.4 kilo size and
smaller dad said typical.
Finally Dad got one 2.5 kilo, then latter I got one 2.4
kilo, then they went smaller again under 1 kilo,
Kept a few to eat that night and a couple for bait, we
moved off and anchored on some reef, but only got
wrasse, always fun watching salmon jump out of the
water.
Oscar
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MEDIA RELEASE Date: Nov 4, 2015
MARITIMO’S 2015 STELLAR
YEAR ON THE BACK OF AM AWARD

Boating industry icon Bill Barry-Cotter and his talented team at Maritimo have enjoyed a stellar year in 2015 with his Queen’s
Birthday Order of Australia award, the release of a range of new models and a wave of international success at a series of
boat shows stretching from Cannes to Auckland and, most recently, Fort Lauderdale combining in what has been the best
year yet for the company.
With a history in the marine industry spanning more than fifty years, Bill and his team at Maritimo are riding a wave of success
that will see 2015 ‘a year to be remembered’ .
“The Queen’s Birthday award was unexpected and humbling and it gave myself and the whole team a real boost so we were
determined to make 2015 Maritimo’s year,” he said.
During the year the company publicly released a number of new models including the M65 and M48 Cruising Motor Yachts
plus the S48 Sedan Cruiser. The first M61 Cruising Motor Yacht will be completed early in 2016 and the new M54 Cruising
Motor Yacht arriving late in 2016. All the new models have met with positive feedback and strong sales from the market.
Maritimo also released plans for a modified M65 stretched to 70 feet providing a Yacht Fisher rear deck perfect for chasing the
big ones. This boat has a base price of $3.115m.
Maritimo’s Sales and Marketing Manager, Greg Haines, said 2015 would go down as the best ever for the company. “Bill’s
AM award really sparked the excitement among the team and we are all very enthusiastic,” he said.
“We’ve had the best run ever at boat shows around the world and the feedback we have received in places like Miami, Cannes
and Fort Lauderdale has been very gratifying with our industry peers commenting on the superior quality and finishes in our
range of vessels,” he said. “To get that sort of feedback particularly in places such as Europe where style is paramount has been
amazing .”
Mr Haines said sales had been strong across the board in 2015 and there had been considerable interest shown in the proposed
70 foot Yacht Fisher, M61 and both the M48 and S48.
“We had one three week period where we had a big presence at major boat shows around the globe and the interest in our
product was the best it has ever been,” he said.
He said Maritimo’s on-water display at Fort Lauderdale was the largest in the company’s history. The display included the M48,
the M50, the M58 and the M65.
Fort Lauderdale and the World Offshore Championships in November were a highlight for Maritimo and culminated in a
‘Maritimo Owners’ Muster’ with 13 boats and more than 35 owners participating.
“I don’t think there has ever been a better year in Maritimo’s history and all the planets seem to be lining up for us,” he said. “
We have refined our product and stepped up the quality and standard of our finishes and that has resonated with the market.
Mr Haines said owners’ focus group research sessions had been conducted and that had formed the basis of some of the new
designs and finishes.
“As an example, the M54 will have a completely new internal layout different to any previous Maritimo and some of that design
work came about as a result of feedback we received from owners involved in focus groups.
A highlight of the year was not only the completion of Maritimo’s 400th vessel, the release of the M48 Cruising Motor Yacht at
the Sanctuary Cove International Boat Show and the company’s forward order book is well stocked as it heads into 2016.
Ends
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FURTHER INFORMATION
Greg Haines, Sales & Marketing Manager, Maritimo.
Phone 07 5588 6001
Email ghaines@maritimo.com.au
MEDIA CONTACT
Paul Wilson
Ph: 07 5593 2011. Mobile: 0438 761 785
Email: paul@promedia.com.au
ABOUT MARITIMO
Australia’s youngest luxury boat building company, Maritimo, is continuing to expand its product development
program and to grow its distribution network around the world.
Founded in 2003, Maritimo is born of the passions of one man – an icon of Australian luxury boat building, Bill
Barry-Cotter. The Maritimo fleet now covers 17 separate models across five different lines – Cruising Motor
Yachts, Sedan Cruisers, Offshore Convertibles, Sports Cabriolets and Mustang Sport Yachts.
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